
Premodern Euro Champs: Info about prizes  
 
Note that both posters (next pages) represent the prizes that will be distributed if the 
main event has an attendance of eighty or more players. In case of a total attendance of 
seventy-nine or less players, the total prize sum will be scaled down in proportion to the 
number of players (net of fixed costs), and awarded in the form of "tix", which can be 
exchanged for prizes on the prize wall (see below). For example, in the case of 40 players 
attending, the total prize payout will be around € 1,000. The distribution of the prizes is as 
follows: 
 
1º: 22% tix 
2º: 14% tix 
3º and 4º: 10% tix each  
5º to 8º: 7% tix each 
Raffles: a total of eight with 2% tix each 
 
In Tempest Store, the value of 1 prize tix equals € 1. The tix can be exchanged for any 
product from our exclusive prize wall for the event, in value 1 = 1, or the store itself can 
acquire them in the following percentage: 1 tix = € 0.80. 
 
Also, there will be four exclusive tokens for each participant to choose among: (2/2 black 
zombie, 1/1 red goblin, 1/1 green squirrel, 1/1 white soldier) and an exclusive playmat for the 
winner! 
 
 
Example items on the prize wall: 
 
 
Mercadian Masques Chinese Booster 
Alliances English Booster 
Weatherlight English Booster 
Tempest English booster 
Ice Age English booster 
Apocalypse Japanese booster 
The duelist: abacus 
Odyssey Spanish Booster Box 
Torment Spanish Booster Box 
Foil JR Polluted delta x4 
Foil JR Flooded Starnd x4 
Foil JR Wooded Foothills x4 
Foil JR Windswepth heath x4 
Volrath Stronghold japanese 
Survival of the Fittest japanese 
Cursed Scroll Japanese missprint 
Birds of paradise IVBB japanese x4 
Wrath of God IVBB japanese x4 
Swords to Plowshares IVBB japanese x4 
 

Mishra´s Factory IVBB japanese x4 
Lightning Bolt IVBB japanese x4 
Humility japanese 
Replenish Japanese x4 
Counterspell Foil JR 
Morphling Foil JR 
Dust Bowl Foil 
Counterspell DCI Promos x4 
Pernicious deed foil apocalypse x4 
Vindicate foil english apocalypse 
Vindicate foil japanese apocalypse 
Burning wish foil judgment x4 
Cabal therapy foil judgment x4 
Decree of justice english foil scourge x4 
Cunning Wish Foil JR x4 
Duress Arena League foil x4 
Burning Wish foil JR x4 
Gerrard´s verdict foil x4 
City of Brass JSS Foil Signed x4 
Daze japanese foil nemesis x4 

 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 



 

 


